to be the homotopy groups of GiX). The Jf kiX) = 7tt[G(Z)] are topological invariants of X which are shown ( §2) not to be invariant even under isotopy, yet the powerful machinery of homotopy theory is available for their study.
In (2) some of the few published results concerning the component group Ji?0iX) = jr0[G(X)] are recounted. This group is then shown to distinguish members of some pairs of homotopic spaces.
In (3) the topological group G(X) is given the structure of a fiber bundle over X, with the isotropy group xGiX) at x e X as fiber, for a class of homogeneous spaces X. This structure defines a topologically invariant, exact sequence, Jf^iX).
In (4) , ¿FJJi) is shown to be defined for manifolds, and this definition is extended to manifolds with boundary. Relations are then derived among the homeotopy groups of the set of manifolds got by deletion of finite point sets from a compact manifold.
Perhaps the most important result is given in (5): 3^0iX,x) = no\_xG{X)\ is represented there as a group of automorphisms of the sequence 3t*iX). This representation generalizes, makes neater and constructively defines the well-known actions of nyiX,x) on the nkiX,x). Further, if AT is a group with arc-component X0 of the identity, e, then the well-known actions of n0iX) = X/X0 on nkiX0,e) are always contained in this representation of JÍ?0(X0,e).
In (6) applications and examples are given. This work is elementary and not exhaustive; so many unanswered questions lie close to the surface that I have made no attempt to list them.
be the group of homeomorphisms of X onto X. Arens [1 ; 2] has shown that, if X is locally compact, locally connected and Hausdorff, then the compactopen topology is the smallest topology on G(X) in which G(X) is a topological transformation group of X (see [3] : in the present work topological groups are required to be Hausdorff). The latter property is basic in the work below ; therefore, only those base spaces X are considered which are locally compact, locally connected and Hausdorff; and G(X) will always be given the compact-open topology. Such spaces X will be termed admissible to remind the reader of this assumption.
Now let G0(X) denote the arc-component of leG(X); G0(X) is a normal subgroup of G(X). The equivalence relation defined by G0(X) will be called homeotopy. Let / = [0,1] <= R (R will denote the real numbers); for f0,fx e G(X), redefine f0 to be homeotopic tofx iff there exists a map (i.e., continuous function) h: XxI->X suchthat h(x,i)=f¡(x) and, for each fixed tel, the function h, e G(X), where h defines h,:X-+X:
h,(x) = h(x,t). Thus homeotopy is stronger than both homotopy and isotopy in demanding that h, be a homeomorphism onto. It is shown in [4] that the two definitions of homeotopy are equivalent.
For xeX, the isotropy group (or group of stability) at x will be denoted XG(X) = {geG(X): g(x) = x}. The arc-component of 1 exG(X) will be denoted XG0(X) (each subgroup has the relative topology). When confusion will not result, the groups G(X), G0(X),XG(X) and XG0(X) may be denoted simply G, G0, XG and XG0, respectively.
The ith homeotopy group of X is defined to be Jf ¡(X) = n¡(G). The group of arc-components of G, n0(G) = J^0(X), will also be denoted simply by 3tif (X). Homeotopy troups are thus topological invariants (up to isomorphism) associated with spaces of a certain class. The (quotient) topology of the 3tif ¡(X) is not considered here; however, it is discrete in some cases [5] .
Let F be an admissible subspace of X, and define G(X,F) = {g e G(X) : g\FeG(F)}; denote the arc-component of ieG(X,F) by G0(X,F). The ith homeotopy group of the pair (X,F) is defined to be ¿*f¡(X,F) = n¡\_G(X,F)~\.
Again, Jt?i(X,F) is a topological invariant of the pair (X,F). The group Jf0(X,F) will also be denoted simply 3tf(X,F).
Some symbols which will be used are: S" = the n-sphere; Hg -a closed orientable surface of genus g ; Z = the integers ; Z" = the integers mod n; Sn = the symmetric group on n marks.
2. Some examples. In (2.1) there is a list of homeotopy groups, Jf?(X), which either have been described or else can be easily inferred from published results. It should be noted here that, if X is a compact, connected manifold, then homeomorphisms f, g e G(X) are homeotopic iff isotopic. Fisher [6] has given a brief history of these results, plus a large bibliography; the reader may find details there. Examples of 3^iX), i 2; 1, are given in (6).
je(R°) s 3f
(half open interval) £ 1. For n = 1, 2 or 3, ¿f (R") £ J^(S") S ^f (closed n-cell) =• Z2. For » = 2,3,--, JP(n discrete points) s Jf(n-thistle) S S". For g > 0, ^f (íí9) = ¿^[tt^H^)], the group of outer automorphisms of the fundamental group of Hg (R. Baer [8] ). H. Kneser [9] has shown that, for all n, 3f (closed n-cell) £ ^f(S"_1). H. Gluck [13] reports that 3>if(S2 x S1) s (Z2)3;
i.e., the direct product Z2x Z2x Z2.
By these examples one may see that homeotopy groups are not homotopy invariants. In fact, J^(X) is not an isotopy invariant: an isotopy relation (due to S. of an r-thistle with center x0. Hu shows in [7] that Xr and Yr are of the same homotopy type.
It is easy to see that 2tf(X3) = S4; and if r > 3, then 3V(Xr) = Dr, the dihedral group of order 2r. But Jf(Yr) is the normal product of (Z2)r by Sr, where Sr corresponds to permutations of the limbs of the r-thistle and each subgroup Z2 corresponds to the homeotopy group of one of the triangles. Therefore, for all r, Xr and Yr may be distinguished by their homeotopy groups.
3. Homogeneous spaces. Let the coset space Y/Z = X be admissible; then G is transitive on X; i.e., X is homogeneous, and there is a one-to-one map of G/XG onto X, for arbitrary but fixed x e X. If G is a fiber bundle over X with projection p: g -* g(x), then there is a local cross-section at x of XG in G; hence p is an open map and G/XG is homeomorphic to X. (3.1) characterizes such spaces; it is shown in (4) that this class includes manifolds. Lemma 3.1. Let X be an admissible coset space; say, X is homeomorphic to Y/Z; further, let Z have a local cross-section in Y. Then G is a principal fiber bundle over X with fiber and group XG, for arbitrary xeX. Definition 3.2. When G is a principal bundle over an arc-connected space X, then (with the notation of Hu [10, p. 152] ) the following homotopy sequence is exact, for arbitrary xeX:
Furthermore, G0 is transitive on X; thus this sequence may be extended so that ••• -ft n (G,\) ^ 0 is exact. In the case at hand, the sequence is a topological invariant of X. The notation introduced in (1) emphasizes this invariance: the homeotopy sequence of X, JF^iX), is defined to be
If the arc-connected space X is simply connected, then <?f (X,x) s .5f (X). More generally, i* : Jf (X,x) s .?f(X) iff every loop at x e X can be lifted to a loop at 1 e G. This is always true when X is a group: Lemma 3.3. If X is an admissible topological group, then G is a product bundle over X.
Proof. The map L : X -» G : x -» Lx, the left translation of X by x, is continuous, by [1, Theorem 2] . Since p °L is the identity map on X, Lisa global cross-section of the bundle G with group and fiber eG, where e is the identity of X. Now define m:X x eG-> G:(x,a) -+Lx-g; m is continuous since G is a topological group. The inverse map m_1:G->Jf x eG: g-> ipig), L~fq)-g) is also continuous; m is a homeomorphism. Since X is homogeneous, the choice of e as base point for the isotropy group was arbitrary.
Remark 3.31. When X is an admissible topological group, and i ^ 1, ^¡iX) S jß'iiX, x) + n¡iX, x), where the direct sum notation is used since all the groups are abelian. Further, if X is arc-connected, i#:^f(X,x) s ¿f (X). Proof. Let y = a(x), Fy = q~1iy), F be the fiber of q : X -» Y, and choose an admissible homeomorphism of F with Fy so that x corresponds to e, the identity of F. To simplify notation, rename the points of Fy by this homeomorphism; then F y = {iy,f):feF} and the operations of F on Fy appear as left multiplications: fy:Fy^Fy:iy,f2)^(y,fj2). Let G, G0, XG stand for G(X), G0(X), ,G(X).
Let ,4 be a loop at x e X, and let .4* be a covering arc, beginning at g e XG and ending at 1, so that p°A*= A. Then q°p°A* = q°A = A' is a loop atyeY.
A' is homotopic to the point y; a covering homotopy of A in X followed by a covering homotopy of A* in G yields a new arc (or path) B*from g to 1. Its projection p°B* = B is a loop at xeX which lies entirely in the fiber F>,:let Bit) = (y, B'(0)> so B' is a loop at e e F. Now F is Hausdorff by hypothesis ; the projections of local product representations in X show that F is admissible. Further, Steenrod [3, p. 40] shows that the map 9, which sends fe F into the right translation of the bundle X by /" \ is a faithful representation of F as a topological transformation group on X. By [1, Theorem 2], 9:F -» G is continuous. Let C* = 9 ° B' and consider the arc D*:I-*G:t-+B*(t)-C*(t); D* begins at # and ends at 1. But p°i)*(i) = lB*(t)°C*(t)Jy,e) = B*(t)(y,B'(tyi) = (y,B'(t)B'(ty1) = (y,e) for all tel;
so £>*(/) lies in the fiber XG above x, and ge^Go. Define £*:/-> G : í-+y4*(/) .£>*(,)-!; £* ¡s a loop at leG, and p°£* = p°(^*-D*_1) = p°4* = ,4.Thus£* is a loop at 1 covering A, p* is an epimorphism at 3ffx(X), and i, is an isomorphism. Remark 3.41. Since either F or Tin (3.4) may be taken to be a single point, this theorem is one possible generalization of the cases where X is simply connected or a group. Another is the fact that, if ¿*: ^f(X{,x/) s ^(X¡) for i = 1, -,n, then /*: ^f(Zt x ••• x X", (xx, -,x")) s ^(Xj x ••• x Jf"). The proof is easy. Theorem 3.5. Let X be an admissible coset space, say X = Y/Z; and let Z be an arc-connected subgroup having a local cross-section in Y. Then i»: 3f(X,x) £ Jf(X), for xeX.
Proof. As before, it will suffice to choose x to be the image of Z in X. Let A be a loop at x representing <penx(X,x): there exists a lift A* of A into Y which begins at 1 and ends at zeZ. Let B* be an arc in Z from z to 1, and define C*:
I-* Y to be the homotopy product of A* followed by B*. By [1, Theorem 2], C* may be considered a loop at 1 in G(X), and its projection represents (pep+fjff'ifX)']. Theorem 3.5 is proved.
The reader should recall, for (3.1) and (3.5), the standard fact that, if Z is a closed subgroup of the Lie group Y, there always exists a local cross-section. 4 . Manifolds. A manifold is a topological space in which each point has a neighborhood homeomorphic to some fixed R"; the manifolds discussed below are further restricted to be connected and Hausdorff. A manifold with boundary is a connected Hausdorff space in which each point has an open neighborhood whose closure is homeomorphic to the closed unit ball B in a fixed euclidean space E"; n is the dimension, dim(X), of X. Every manifold is a manifold with boundary. If X is a manifold with boundary, denote by Core(X) the subset of points of X which have neighborhoods homeomorphic to the interior of B <zz E";
CorepQ is a manifold. Let RimLY) = X -Core(X).
Lemma 4.1. // X is a manifold with boundary and xeCoreLX), then G is a fiber bundle over Core(X) with projection p:g-+g(x).
Proof. It will suffice to exhibit a local cross-section for XG in G. Choose a neighborhood N of x and a homeomorphism 4> : N -* R" of N with R", so that <p(x) = 0. For y e N, the translation homeomorphism <p*(y) : R" -*■ R" : z -> z + (p(y) furnishes a homeomorphism <&(y) -<p ~1 ° </>*(>•) ° (j) e G(N) which carries x to y. <b(y) is extensible, by the identity map on X -N, to a map <P-*(y) g G(X). Further, 4>* : N -> G(X) is a cross-section over N. In the last two assertions, continuity is easily established for points not on the frontier of JV. At the latter points the following remark may be used: If j/;eR"and aeS""1, the sphere at infinity, so that y, -* a, and if | z, -y, || is bounded in the usual norm, then z, -* a.
Lemma 4.11. // X is a manifold with boundary and xeCore(X), then the injection j: (Core(X),x)-* (X,x) induces an isomorphism j^:nk(CoK(X),x) =■ nk(X,x)for all fc. , and which may be extended by the identity map to all of X. The composition of these homotopies yields a homotopy of the range of / with a subset of Core(Z); thus j* is an epimorphism. That jt is a monomorphism may be shown similarly. This lemma is doubtlessly known; however, I do not have a reference for it.
Definition 4.12. If X is a manifold with boundary and xeCore(X), the homotopy sequence of the bundle G(X) over Core(X) is exact (see (3.2)). By (4.11), the isomorphism j* may be used to define the homeotopy sequence of X, which resembles that of (3.2) except that the homomorphisms p# and d* are replaced by j%pt and d*j* ; thus the homeotopy sequence of a manifold with boundary is exact. It will be denoted Jf *(X) and is an invariant of X (with the understanding that xeCore(Z)).
Lemma 4.2 (Arens)
. i/ X is a compact admissible space and xeX, then G(X,x) is topologically isomorphic to G(X -x), and so J^,(X,x) s 3^,(X-x) for all i. This is shown by Theorems 1, 3 and 4 of [2], plus the remark that X -x is compact iff x is open. Theorem 4.21. Let X be a compact manifold with boundary, dim(X) > 1, and let F be a finite subset of Core(X). Then G(X,F) is topologically isomorphic to G(X -F), and thus J?,(X,F) S Jf,(X -F),for all i.
Proof. Let F = U?= i {a,}-Define a map m : G(X,F) -+G(X-F):g ^ g\(X-F).
The proof is divided into three parts showing that m respectively is a continuous monomorphism, onto, and has a continuous inverse. It is easy to see k«, is a well-defined homomorphism. In general, however, k# is neither epic nor monic.
Theorem 4.31. Let X be a compact manifold with boundary, dim(X)>l,andlet F = {a¡} be a finite subset of Core(X). Define X¡ = X-[J{=y{ai}; and, for eachj = 0, • -, n-1, let /«, : ¿f (X,, a]+1) S J^iXJ). Then ^"(X -F) ^ ¿e(X) x Sn.
Proof. By (4.21) and (4.3) it will suffice to show k# is an isomorphism. Let [/G0(X),a]e^f(X)
x S". Let l^i<j'^n; it is easy to construct gtj e G0(X) which interchanges a,-with a¡ and fixes each ak, fc # i,j. Represent a e Sn as a product of transpositions, and form the corresponding product g e G0(X) of the a;y; then a(a¡) = al(0 for each i. A similar construction deforms / to h e/G0(X) so that hia¡) = a¡ for each i. But K*[(gft)G0(X,F)] = [/G0(X),a], so k* is onto. Now regard each G{Xf) cz G(X), by (4.21). Let / fix each a¡; then, for each j ^ n,feGiXj^y,aj)r\ G0iXj-y) implies feG0iXj) since each injection ¿* is an isomorphism. By induction, therefore, if / fixes each a¡ and fe G0(X) then feGo(X"). Thus, if [/G0,a] = [G0,l]e.r(Z)xS", then feG0(Xn) = G0(X,F), and k* is a monomorphism. Corollary 4.32. Let X be a compact, simply connected, triangulable manifold of dimension > 2, and let F = {a,} be a set of n distinct points of X.
Then 3f(X -F) S J^(X) x S".
Proof. Each a, may be chosen in the interior of a simplex of dimension > 2, and homotopies may be simplicially approximated in the 2-skeleton of the triangulation. Thus, the space got by deleting a finite number of points from X is simply connected. The result now follows from (4.31). Then G0(X,x) is topologically isomorphic to G0(X -x); consequently J^i(X,x) = 3^,(X -x) for all i ^ 1.
Proof. In case dim(X) = 1, the component of x in X is a circle or a line segment; the theorem is true by (4.2) or by inspection.
When dim(X) > 1, the isomorphism m:G(Y,F) £ G(X) maps the isotropy group at x isomorphicaliy onto the isotropy group at x, by (4.21). Hence, m has a restriction mapping the group G0(Y,F u{x}) onto G0(X,x). A second use of (4.21) shows that G0(Y,F U {x}) is topologically isomorphic to G0(Y-[F U {x}]) = G0(X -x).
Automorphisms of Jf+(X).
A homeomorphism g of an arbitrary couple (X,x), x eX, induces an automorphism, g*, of nk(X,x) for each fc : if/ represents tj>enk(X,x) then g^(tp) is the homotopy class of g ° f. Hence, if X is admissible, then XG has a representation, a:g-»g*, as a group of automorphisms of nk(X,x), for each fc. Furthermore, if g exG0 then an arc from g to 1 in XG provides a homotopy of g ° f with/, so g * is the identity automorphism. Thus a induces a representation, aif:3^(X,x) -* sé\nk(X,x)}, of Jf(X,x) as a group of automorphisms of nk(X,x), for each fc.
If g e XG then Kg:G->G: n -> ghg~1 defines homeomorphisms of the couples (XG,1) and (G,l); these homeomorphisms may be used, just as above, to define representations, pV¿f(X,x)-> si\yek(X,x)} and y*: Jf(X,x)^> si\y?k(X)\ of Jf (X,x) in the automorphism groups of the homeotopy groups. When G is a bundle over X, so that the homeotopy sequence is defined, these automorphisms fit together in the natural way. As usual, (5.1) and its proof are also valid, with minor changes of notation, for manifolds with boundary.
Remark 5.11. These automorphisms are generally nontrivial; e.g., an orientation-reversing element of Jt(S",x) is not identity at 7tn(S",x). A more interesting example is given by J. Nielsen [11] : if Hg is a sphere with g > 0 handles, x e Hg, then each automorphism of nyiHg,x) is induced by some member of XG.
Remark 5.12. If, in (5.1), X is the arc-component of the identity, e,in some group Y; then, for each yeY, the conjugation, Ky: X-»X: x->yxy_1, is in eG(X). Hence, the representation of Jf(X,e) contains the automorphisms induced by 7t0(Y), for every such Y. In the present context these automorphisms are viewed as properties of X itself.
Lemma 5.2. Let G be a bundle over the arc-connected admissible space X with projection p, and let çb e ntiX,x). Then a^d^içb) is the standard automorphism of the nkiX,x) induced by translations around a loop, A, representing çb.
Proof. The standard automorphism is described in [10, pp. 125-129] : a representative / of 9enkiX,x) is chosen; a partial homotopy of f\dl" (which is a constant map) along A is constructed ; the existence of an extension of the homotopy to all of /" is shown ; and finally, the result is shown to be unique up to homotopy. But let A* be a lift of A running from g to 1 in G ; then d+içb) = gixG0) and a^d^içb) = a* e stf\nkiX, This is true since <t> e p^x(X) has a lift represented by a loop at 1 in G.
Remark 5.23. If, in (5.2), it is true that i#: 3V(X,x) s Jf(X), so that p*Ji?x(X) = nx(X,x), then X is n-simple for all n. This, together with (3.3) and (3.5), yields well-known results; however, the n-simplicity of the space X in (3.4) may be new. Remark 5.24. The preceding corollary shows that p^x(X) is central in nx(X,x), since the standard action of nx(X,x) on itself is just the group of inner automorphisms. The real projective spaces, P", of even dimension n = 2, are known to be not n-simple; yet nx(P",p) = Z2; thus p^^f^fX) is not generally the center of the fundamental group.
Example 5.25. Let X be the topological product of a circle with the space got from a 2-sphere by deleting three points. nx(X,x) ^F2 x Z, where F2 is the free group on two generators ; the center of this group is Z. The rotations of the circle induce rotations of the product which define loops in G(X). These are lifts of loops representing elements of the subgroup of nx(X,x) corresponding to nx(Sl); i.e., elements of the center of nx(X,x). Since p+JtX(X) is central, p^x(X) = Z.
Hence, p*Jfx(X) is in general a nontrivial subgroup of nx(X,x); of course, this subgroup is a topological invariant of the pair (X,x). It might be likened to the subgroup of orientation-preserving loops in the fundamental group of a nonorientable manifold : in its invariance and in that it is defined topologically.
6. Some results. It follows from (4.31) that: je(S") s ^(R") for n£l; f(S"_1 x R)^J^(Sn)
x Z2 for n ^ 2; more particularly, ^(S1 x R) S J?(S2 x R) s (Z2)2.
H. Kneser [9] has shown that the real line, R, is a strong deformation retract of G0(R). Thus the homeotopy sequence J4?*(R) is '* ->0:->-► o-+z2-»z2->o.
He then shows that S1 is a strong deformation retract of G0(Si); thus the sequence Jf^S1) is P* (h U Further, he shows G(P2,0) is a strong deformation retract of G(R2), and that the group of isometries of the plane is a deformation retract of G(P2,0). Hence, S1 is a deformation retract of G0(R2), and ^*(P2) is Though much of the result for S2 can be deduced from Kneser's retraction, the sequence has the advantage of exhibiting the homomorphisms explicitly, as well as relating the homeotopy groups of S2 to those of R2. Now consider S1 x R = R2 -{0}; this is a Lie group, and 71/S1 x R) s rc/S1) = 0 for j ^ 2. By (3.31), (4.31) and (4.4), i":
Jf/S1 x R,x) £ JT/S1 x R)= J^j(R2,0) = 0 for xeS1 x R and j = 2; and ^(S1 x R) is
In general, let Xk be the space got from S2 by deleting fc points, fc ^ 3. The plane covers Xk, so nf(Xk) = 0 for j ^ 2; additionally, ^(.Y^) is a free group with trivial center; hence, by (5.24), p*: J(fy(Xk)-*0. These facts, together with (4.4), imply by induction: i": //4x)s//Xk)s//S'xÄ,)I) = 0 for j^l,xelt and y e S1 x R. In other words, G0(Xk) is /connected for all j (note also that G0(Zt) is locally contractible [5] ). By (4.31), ^*(X3) is ...^0^...^0P4F24je(Xk,x)^*Z2x S3-0, where F2 is the free group on two generators. Automorphisms of 3tif ^(X) 6.1. There are no automorphisms of ^*(R). In case X = S\R2 or S2, the automorphism group st[2?"(X)} £ Z2 £ <?f(X,x) and the representation r ofJf(X,x) there is faithful. Thus rJtf *(X,x) nontrivially contains the standard action of ny(X,x) or 7t0(X).
[^(S1 x R)} £ Z^ and ^(S1 x R,x) £ Z|, yet r^S1 x R,x) £ Z2 is neither faithful nor onto. Again, however, the standard action is trivial.
